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Leslie Dewart examines, in the context of the Cold 
\Var, the two principles upon which the “Christian 
tradition against tlie unconditional rejection of war” 
has rested: “the moral quality of the effect it essen- 
tially nchievcs,” and the belief “that mere biological 
survival is not the supreme value of human exist- 
ence” ( Tlic Commoriu“c, November ?),  He states 
that although the nature of the \veapons involved 
and the political threats made by both blocs have 
tended to blur the distinction behveen aggressor and 
defender, the Christian need not now choose the path 
of “pacifism understood as peace at all costs.” 

\\;hat docs require moral reesamination, Dewart 
continues, is the \Vest’s current emphasis upon “sur- 
vival and our victoT irrespecti1.e of consequences- 
even the spiritual consequences to ourselves.” For 
“ours is the greater responsibility if ours is the 
greater truth; and if your enemies are unscrupulous, 
macliiavellian and wicked, then surely we cannot 
simply for the sake of military victory or even for 
the sake of &e mundane success of our ideoIogies 
descend to compete wit11 them on their own terms. 
It is the very evil of Communism that makes it im- 
perative that we of the Judaeo-Christian tradition 
do not behave like Communists. Perhaps we might 
consider behaving like peoples who fear neither be- 
i n g  Red nor being dead a fraction as much as doing 
what is morally wrong.” 
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In “Fear and Conscience in Modern hian,” an 
adaptation of his new book which appears in The 
New Leader (November E), hfax Lemer discusses 
die role of “fear as a force in world politics.” Fear 
of man’s destruction, as manipulated by “Soviet 
nuclear diplomacy, in underscoring rather than 
minimizing the terror of Russian nuclear weapons,” 
is one use of t h i s  force today, Lemer states. But fear 
can be a constructive political instrument. ”Where 
there is a thea t  of danger which will wreak harm 
unless you summon your will and resources to meet 
it,  then the fear which jolts you into confronting the 
world of reality is to that extent a healthy force and 
. . . can move world opinion to the L<nd*of operative 
moral code on which world law can be based 
and a collective policing agency can be estab- 
lished.” 

Elsewhere he writes: ‘ l ike  a condemned prisoner 
in a death cell, man has had to face the imminence 
of the worst. Nothing can any longer terrify him, 
because he has endured the utmost terror that hangs 
over him. It is in this sense that a glimpse of free- 
dom becomes possible-the freedom to seek sur- 

vival without abdication, in a mood at once compas- 
sionate, realistic, stoical.” 
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Lester C. Van Atta, former head of the Defense 
Department’s arms control research program, writes 
in \Var/Peace Reports for November of his convic- 
tion that nuclear “deterrence is a psychological effect, 
not a physical effect.” The recognition of this fact, he 
concludes, demands a shifting of ”emphasis of our 
plan for survival away from a r m  control and in the 
direction of human control. Tension control, domes- 
tic and foreign, should replace technical matters of 
weaponry as the central focus of our Arms Control 
and Disarmament Agency. The management of our 
arms should be guided by the concept that they com- 
municate messages to the adversary, rather than by 
the notion that they are an end purpose in them- 
selves.” And even more important, “we should em- 
phasize the deterrent rather than the provocative na- 
ture of our weapons, by designing for under-response, 
delayed response, and damping of conflict.” 
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A kinescopic view of “liberal social ethics” from 
the ’20’s to the present, as, at least to one observer, 
they were reflected in the pages of the Christian 
Century, appears in Christianity Today (November 
9 and 23). Frank Farrell characterizes the ‘liberal 
social gospel” as a movement whose acknowledged 
enemies were “the four horsemen”-famine, pesti- 
lence, destruction and death-against which it sought 
to Lvage war. The weapons used, he states, were not 
the “ancient weapons of biblical Christianity but . .  . 
shining new ones forged in the twentieth-century 
crucible of liberal optimism, which proclaimed for 
all who would hear that man was inherently good, 
that his evolution could be assisted through environ- 
men tal improvement.” 

Following an esam’nation of the causes and can- 
didates championed or denounced by the magazine, 
Farrell concludes that the effectiveness of the ap- 
proach of liberal social ethics is impaired by the lack 
of a “proclamation of spiritual regeneration and con- 
version as a cure” to social and political problems. 
‘liberal social ethics lacked the foundation of bib- 
lical authority and appeared driven by events of the 
times. Ethical instability was matched by theolog- 
ical instability. Fixed principles were wanting. The 
white horse of death and hades-of the ultimate 
enemies, the ultimate questions-was confronted with 
transitory weapons, transitory answers, which seemed 
to vanish with the polishing.” PAhfPHILUS 


